Term
5
Dear Parents & Guardians

I

First Thursday

KING ALFRED’S ACADEMY

must begin April First Thursday by congratulating and thanking all
those involved in the production of Joseph. It was simply extraordinary.
I saw three full evening performances and part of three matinees, and I
still could have watched it again! Thank you as well to the the parents and
families you filled the seats at every performance; I hope you enjoyed it as
much as I did. We then finished off the term with the Key Stage 3
Celebration Evening and it was really heart-warming to celebrate the
success of so many of our younger students. We are of course now
looking forward to two evenings of Sports Awards at the end of this month
as well!
Many of our older students will have been busy revising over the Easter
holiday. The majority of Year 10 take their first GCSE this summer - Ethics
& Philosophy - and have a good opportunity to experience taking a public
examination, as well as get one under their belt, with no other exam to
concentrate on. The picture is obviously different for Year 11, many of who
engaged with the very structured and supported revision programme
offered by staff over the Easter holiday. Year 12 and Year 13 tackle their A
Level examinations, with a good break ahead for our Year 13s prior to their
results in August. Ali Quick has written an article for First Thursday about
revision skills and tutors will be supporting students in all aspects of
revision over the next few weeks.
As well as being a busy term for our older students
it is also busy for parents as well. We are very
pleased that we have several events in place which
we would a) like to hear parents opinions about and
b) which specifically cover topics that parents have
requested to hear more about. Whilst I am aware
that four events all come within one month, as
opportunities have come our way to engage in
events, it is clear that they are all important
priorities that we do not wish to turn down.
Full details of all of them will be in the weekly
parent bulletin:
May 8th : "Promoting positive mental health in the
community" - a multi agency event, hosted by King
Alfred's at the beginning of the national Mental
Health Awareness Week (8th-14th May).
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May 11th : "Chelsea's Choice" - a national award winning play which is being performed to Year 9 that
day about Child Sexual Exploitation, covering use of social media, safe relationships, safe internet use
and sexting. This performance will be specifically for Year 8,9 and 10 parents and we would
encourage you to come to support a dialogue with your child(ren)
May 17th : Pupil Premium Parent Forum - focusing particularly on Show My Homework, a online
homework site; we are particularly keen to gauge the views of our families in receipt of the Pupil
Premium, as homework came up as a particular issue at the last Parent Forum.
May 20th : A Saturday morning event to update parents on the move from three to two sites and the
opening of the uniform consultation.
We have been really delighted by the response to the first two Parent Education lectures (DrugFam
and the Community Alcohol Partnership). CAP presented to the whole of Year 9 over the course of
terms 3 and 4, and DrugFam presented to Year 10 just before Easter. The Year 10 DrugFam
presentation was particularly hard hitting, but I spoke to some Year 10 students who confirmed to me
that this was the best way to get the message across about the dangers of drugs. We hope that you
will continue to support the events that we out on specifically for parents and we look forward to seeing
you at them.
Thank you for your support, as ever, and if you have any concerns, please do not hesitate to get in
touch.
Jo Halliday
Headteacher
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Contacting SEND

D

uring the SEND parental forum, it was identified that parents often didn't know the most
effective way of making contact with the Department. They also wanted to understand
more about the roles within the department. This document centralises communication
through our SEND administrator, and explains the key roles and responsibilities within the
department.
Jaimee Scott
Assistant Headteacher—SEN

Running for MIND

I

am running a half marathon on 23rd April for Mind. Running has become a way of keeping
healthy in both mind and body for me but I have never done more than 10k. This seemed a
good opportunity to model a growth mindset (definitely not there - yet!) and to do something
positive to raise the profile of mental health.
Any support would be hugely appreciated!
http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/AliQuick
Ali Quick
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E-Safety in the Curriculum

E

-Safety has taken on a new and improved significance this term, with the topic
securely integrated into the curriculum. Students have been given increased freedom to
explore the role of the internet and social media through several of their subjects. Having
supported this, we feel that a lot of power has been handed back to students. Whilst in previous
terms the E-Safety message has been heard loud and clear from staff across the school, pursuing
the topic within lessons has allowed students the opportunity to reflect, challenge and debate the
role the internet plays in their lives. This term’s article will share some of our top examples of ESafety being assimilated into the business of the classroom.
In terms 4 and 5, year 7 tutor groups are given the chance to deliver assemblies to the rest of their
houses. With a lot of bravery (and surprisingly few bribes), 7R3 volunteered to kick off the
assemblies by presenting on their chosen topic to the rest of Ridgeway house on East. Going first
is never easy, but it’s fair to say the bar was set exceptionally high; students’ delivery was
engaging, original and incredibly professional. Their chosen topic was social media—but it came
with a twist. Rather than simply reiterate the important, yet familiar message from their term 3
assemblies, 7R3 decided to expose a painful truth that many people simply do not want to
acknowledge—teachers, as smart as they are, aren’t always the brightest when it comes to social
media. As students delivered their message to the rest of the house, staff were invited to complete
a quiz which asked them to identify popular social networking sites from their logos. Teachers
gladly welcomed the challenge but their confidence quickly wavered, with some teachers even
resorting to cheating! They made 7R3’s point incredibly clear: when it comes to social media,
teachers really don’t know it all. Many teachers did very well (with Miss Mullington and Miss Argent
earning joint custody of the trophy!) but no one scored 100%. Thank you, 7R3, for delivering a
powerful message that struck twofold. Teachers do a fantastic job of safeguarding young people
but cannot claim to be experts in their worlds. Likewise, students can always appeal to teachers for
help but honesty and transparency are vital if we are to support them fully. If you’d like to see
whether you’re smarter than a teacher, have a go at the quiz at the bottom of this article. Can you
identify all 8 social networking sites by just their logos?
Meanwhile, over on West Site, Year 9 students were exploring the role of social media within their
English lessons. During term 4, students across the year group were learning how to express a
viewpoint in their writing and many classes turned their focus to the important role social media
plays in the lives of young people. Students were hit with a newsflash: “The Government has made
the decision to ban the use of social media for people under the age of 18 because they simply
can’t handle it.” Merely displaying this message on the board evoked emotional outcries from many
students, a handful even raising alarm as they believed the statement were true. Once students
had considered their initial reactions to the newsflash, attention was turned to expressing these
views with maturity and professionalism. Excellent debates and conversations were generated,
centring on the impact of social media on controversial wider issues. Here are some of 9q/E2’s
favourite snippets from their writing:
“Social media acts as a portal for young and old minds alike to convene thoughts,
converse, stay abreast of the news and all of this is at their will.”- Anonymous
“While some may be addicted to their social media networks, it is one of the best
ways to stay informed.”- Anonymous
“Social media are no longer performing the envisaged function of creating a
positive communication link among friends, family and professionals. It is a
veritable battleground, where insults fly from the human quiver, damaging lives,
destroying self-esteem and a person’s sense of self-worth.”- Hannah Hastings
Humanities has also made it their mission to promote the safe and responsible use of the internet.
In Year 8 Geography lessons, students have been learning about geographical enquiry. Lessons
have presented students with big questions, which they can only tackle once they have broken
(Continued on page 5)
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them down into smaller chunks. Knowing exactly which information they are looking to retrieve,
students were unleashed on the internet to gather their research. In order to do this successfully,
students were taught how to identify reliable sources online and why it is important to challenge the
validity of what they read. Whilst it may appear to be the font of all knowledge, Wikipedia can be
edited by anyone and so the accuracy of its information can be brought into question. Armed with this
knowledge, students approached their research with a critical eye. As well as learning to question the
reliability of information online, students have been learning about how a writer’s attitudes may affect
what they write and the slant it may cause them to put on a factual topic. The benefits of these
lessons will be endless, with the skills learnt transferrable to students’ own private use of the internet.
It is pleasing to all staff leading the E-Safety message that our voices are being heard and
understood. Furthermore, it is great to see students engaging with the topic with such enthusiasm and
confidence. Young people want to talk about the internet and have proven themselves over term 4 to
be capable of a finely-pitched critique as opposed to being a slave to technology.
Working on delivering the E-Safety message this term has been a real privilege. Often, it is easy to
focus on the negative side of social media but if term 4 has taught me anything, it is that it is a vital
aspect of our curriculum and one which students genuinely love to explore. Love it or loathe it, it is
definitely here to stay and not even the curriculum is safe!

Jennifer Baker-Jones
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Revision: The Journey to Success

S

tudy skills are essential for success in every subject and therefore it is essential to give
students time to hone them. Year 10 spent Theme Day on 27th March practising some tried
and tested revision strategies so that they can hit the ground running in Year 11.

We started the day by busting some common myths:

Intelligence is not fixed. Everyone has the ability to learn new things and grow smarter but
having a ‘growth mindset’ is crucial.

Your brain constantly generates new cells and remains ‘plastic’ even as we grow older.

You can’t just be ‘bad’ at a subject! None of us are born with a natural gift - motivation and
support are key to success in any area.

It takes around 10,000 hours of practice on average to really master something e.g. an
instrument, a sport, a language.

Positive thinking can make a big difference to how well you learn. You’ll be more likely to
succeed if you have an optimistic attitude.

Memory is a skill like any other and you can learn how to improve yours. It is a learning tool and
needs practice.

Physical activity supports academic learning, as does getting a good night’s sleep, eating
healthily and getting plenty of fresh air.

Students then completed three different sessions looking at the following techniques:

Spacing – it is really important to plan a revision
timetable with short bursts of study (25 minute ‘slots’).

Quizzing – a really effective strategy to help you recall
information.

Elaboration – ask yourself questions as you are studying
(what does this mean, why does it matter, what would
happen if, how does this relate to…?). Then transform
your notes into something bright and colourful that you
can use to revise from (e.g. flashcards, mindmaps, postits).

Chunk information – your brain can store an average of
7 things in your short-term memory. Then try memory
tricks to help you move these to your long-term memory (e.g. mnemonics, rhymes, loci).
Most importantly, don’t forget that you will get out what you put in! Success takes dedication and hard
work and it is important to get into good study habits early on.
Ali Quick, Head of Modern Foreign Languages
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Year 7 trip to the London Science Museum

O

ur first visit to the Science Museum in London was in January with six Year 7 tutor
groups. The other half of the Year 7 students had the chance to visit the London
Science Museum on Monday 27th March.

A few of the students’ memories of this trip are detailed below:
“The best bit about the trip was when we got to
explore the museum in a group and answer some
questions. I really enjoyed the space section where
there were lots of great pieces of educational writing
about the spaceships and what they were used for.
Overall I really enjoyed the trip and I would love to go
again ! “
Emily Pannell 7R3 d
more
Natalie

time

for

lunch!!
Cooke

7R3!
“My favourite

part of the
trip was the
part
when
we got to
wander round the space section. It was interesting
looking at all the rocket exhibits. Then I went to the
interactive part of the museum, and looked at how
we manage the water supplies and how we control
them. If I could describe the trip in 3 words, then
they would be; educational, fun and inspirational. I
enjoyed the trip and so I would recommend this to
others. One thing I would improve on is if we could
do more interactive activities and have more time
for lunch!!
Natalie Cooke 7R3
“The visit to the Science museum was really fun! I really liked looking at all the space
exhibits. Tim Peake’s capsule was really cool. I was surprised by how small it was!”
Freddie North, 7R3
Some students had the opportunity to visit the Wonderlab which was a fascinating
interactive gallery looking at the effects of friction and other forces. It was a really worthwhile
experience to visit the Science Museum, which is a major destination in London and
attracted a record number of visitors in 2015/16 : over 3.4 million!
Viv Harrison
Head of KS3 Science
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Energy Quest—Year 8

O

n Friday 24th March a group of Year
8 students went to Larkmead school
to take part in the ‘Energy Quest’
challenge which was run and sponsored by
Shell to promote energy engineering, as
well as to educate young people about
engineering and encouraging them to take
up a career in that field.

Overall it was a great day where we got to
explore engineering with activities about
energy
(turbines),
building
effective
structures (towers) and aerodynamics
(electric car bodies).

Throughout our day we split into two teams
to complete a series of challenges. Firstly,
we had to think of different ways to use a
plastic bag and a CD. We came up with lots
of ideas ranging from collecting water with
the plastic bag, to using the CD as a
Frisbee. Then we had to make the most
effective wind turbine out of paper. Nathan’s
group did relatively well reaching a speed of
approximately 115, but still had fun trying.
After that we had to create a structure out of
paper that could withstand being blasted
with air. Nathan’s group did very well
scoring 10/10. However, Charlotte’s team
bent the laws of mathematics and scored an
impressive 11/10. In conclusion, King
Alfred’s did very well in that challenge.
Afterwards, we got the opportunity to design
a car body on pre-made circuits for simple
electric cars which we then raced against
other schools’ cars. Nathan’s group came
second overall and Charlotte’s team came
third in the final race.

“I’m glad that I was given the opportunity to
go on this trip because it was a great
experience and quite interesting. You don’t
really study engineering in school; the
Young Engineers event really allowed us to
express our creativity and learn to apply it to
real life situations. I think that it was really
fun!”

And now, here are some quotes from our
participants:

“It was a great experience I enjoyed taking
part in. I loved the activities that we got a
chance to try and I hope I get to do
something like it again.”
Charlotte Conybeare and
Nathan Leppinen
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French Exchange

A

t the beginning of February a group of Year
11, 12 and 13 students travelled to Rouen in
Normandy to take part in a French exchange.
We all knew our partners as they had already come to
Wantage in December so it was less daunting that
some were expecting!
To live with a French family is, of course, the best way
to not only learn the language but understand the
French way of doing things which is invaluable in
exams and conversation in general. While there, each
day saw a different activity which included a tour of
the city and cathedral, a day in lessons with a partner with some of us having to attend up to
nine hours of lessons and finally two days teaching English in local primary schools.
Needless to say, the French lessons were very different with the teachers being much stricter
and students working in silence. We all loved having the French pupils following us
everywhere asking us loads of questions about England.
The weekend was when our French was really needed as we spent the whole weekend with
our exchange partners doing trips they had planned. Many of us went to Paris although some
stayed closer to home. Either way it was enjoyable to spend the time with our exchanges.
It proved to be an enjoyable and valuable trip. Many of us look forward to seeing or
exchanges again soon. Let's just hope that it runs again next year!

Alfie Ireland Year 12 French student
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MFL Change Team teach Year 8 French

O

ur super creative and committed MFL change
team took the lead during Friday period 4 when
they taught a Year 8 French class. After working
on the project of ‘Le monde de Nemo’ for a few weeks in
their Elective, Elizabeth Ireland, Mitchell Hale, and Natalia
Zaprawa taught the topic as a team using authentic
passages from the film in French.
After watching some extracts, the year 8 students had to
work on various activities including a grammar task
focusing on the differences between verbs, nouns,
adjectives and superlatives. Finally they had to deduce
the meaning of some more complex vocabulary and
structures. The year 8 followed our enthusiastic year 10
students without any problem and asked at the end if we
could watch Le Monde de Nemo in French! Merci beaucoup
Elizabeth, Mitchell et Natalia!
Steph Rion
Faculty of Modern Foreign Languages

Theme Day

W

hat a fantastic French Theme Day!

Year 7 students almost spent a day in a French-speaking
country during our French Theme Day on East site. Our
students engaged in a range of activities to get a deeper
understanding of French culture! They practiced their “boulespetanque” techniques and loved listening and comparing
contemporary French artists! Students also followed a French recipe
and since only crumbs were left, the cakes
must have been delicious! When it came to
history and architecture, they studied Parisian landmarks…
Competition to recreate iconic monuments with spagghetis and
marshmallows- to scale!- was tough. Not to forget a very popular artFrench cinema! Students made their own scenarios and films using
their own puppets. Last but not leastfashion and French designers are an
important part of French culture…Students
designed new KA uniforms with a French
touch! What a day!
Sophie Loyer
Head of French
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CARTS

A

rt

Students across East Site have
been using newspapers and fabric
kindly donated by The Mix in
Wantage to create their final pieces this term.
Year 7 have been looking at the theme of
identity – what makes us unique? This is
culminating into large, 3D letters, which they
have designed and will be decorating very
soon. The Year 8s have been working hard
on their Pop Art
Pillows – creating
some
fabulous
prints and appliqué
work based on
themes of popular
culture, inspired by
the
Pop
Art
movement.

A huge thank you to all
the
students
(and
parents/carers!)
for
encouraging
and
supporting the Year 8s in
their big food homework.
We had some incredible
results and will be
handing out a £10
Dolphin Art Voucher to the best one.
Year 10 students have been learning he
technique of lino printing and have created
these emotive
portraits
inspired
by
Expressionism. The results have been
incredible with some highly skilled prints and
inspirational experiments. Well done!

M

usic electives

Due to an administrative error, the
music electives have not been
added to the sign-up lists. Now
that the production is over we have a
comprehensive offer on all three sites so I
am keen to ensure we get good numbers!

East Site
Tuesday - African Drumming with Miss
Mullington
Wednesday - Junior Choir with Mrs. Shale
West Site
Music drop-in - Mr. Ashby
Centre Site
Tuesday - GCSE Listening exam prep - Mrs.
Shale
Upper School Vocal Group - Miss Mullington
Concert Band - Mr. Ashby

C

hoir recording session at Challow
Park Studios
Last month we had the amazing
opportunity to go to Challow Park Studios
and record the work that Choir have been
doing all year. It was a really valuable
chance to see how Music works on a
professional level and I hope that inspired
our students to continue with their Music
education and with Music electives. We
hope to return to the recording studio later
on in the academic year to build on what we
have started.

C

reative Arts Theme Day

The Creative Arts Faculty, fresh
from the production of Joseph, put
on a musical themed Theme Day
called ‘Putting On A Show’. This was a
chance for the whole of Year 8 to discover
what it is like to be part of or design for a
musical production. Students took part in
activities such as costume, make up and
publicity design, drumming
and
singing,
green
screening sets and acting.
The Year 8s participated
brilliantly and showed real
creativity and enthusiasm
throughout the day.
Mrs Rowan Brown
Head of Teaching and
Learning
(Creative Arts and Design
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CARTS

W

ell done to Year 11 Product Design students for some
impressive final pieces.

G

reat work by Year 11 Catering students in producing high
quality work in their practical assessments.

Joseph

T

hank you to everyone for all
their hard work and support
for 'Joseph'. A huge well done
to all the students and staff involved.
We thoroughly enjoyed and we hope
you did too!
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Splendid Theatre Company - Macbeth
On Monday 27th February drama students
from Year 10 through to Year 13 went to The
Beacon to watch the Splendid Theatre
Company’s production of Shakespeare’s
Macbeth. Splendid have a particular style to
them which is interactive with the audience
and uses many techniques to tell the story
such as placards, song and physical
movement. Their interpretation was amazing
and they kindly did a Q&A session at the
end in which our students took part in.

appropriate. I really
enjoyed the use of
song for the character
deaths as it made just
as much impact as a
normal death scene but
it made the overall
performance
more
interesting and added
some
different
dynamics. “
Lizzie Owen-Smith Year 11

“I enjoyed watching
this
particular
version of Macbeth
because
of
the
audience
participation
in
Brecht style. This
had a very comical
effect and made the
audience
feel
involved with the
story line. I also
really enjoyed how
the actors played
multiple characters ensemble, but they
made it clear when they had changed
between characters with voice, movement
and levels. Overall the performance was
highly entertaining and has widened my
knowledge on how to change characters
multiple times within a performance”.
Katie MacDonagh Year 11

“I really liked how they began their
performance with audience participation
as I felt it really got the audience engaged
and prepared for the show. I also really
like how they changed the piece to a more
Brecht style as it kept me interested as to
what they were going to do despite the
fact I know the play quite well. Also the
addition of song helped massively
because it broke up the story into smaller
manageable pieces that helped those who
may not have understood the play that
well. I also found the Q and A session very
helpful in aiding my work, and the set and
costumes also helped my group fell we
had made a good choice on the more
simplistic aspects as it was shown that
with simplistic aspects it draws more
attention to the story and the characters
rather than the staging.”
Adam Dean Year 11
K

“I really enjoyed the performance of Macbeth
as it was in a Brechtian style which was a
much more interesting way of exploring the
play. I think it has inspired me for our work in
drama (especially for our performance
pieces) as they used many techniques that I
think would be effective in our work. This
was things like saying lines in unison to give
them more impact and the use of song and
moments you wouldn't think music would be
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Academic Enrichment Sixth-Form English Students at “World of Chaucer” Day

O

n Thursday 9th March, ten students
from King Alfred’s Sixth Form
(Years 12 and 13) attended a
fantastic day organised by the staff of the
Ashmolean
Museum
in Oxford
in
collaboration with teaching staff from the
University of Oxford English Department;
the staff of the Story Museum, and staff at
the Bodleian Library.
The day drew together sixth-form students
from many schools and colleges.
The day started in the basement lecture
theatre of the Ashmolean Museum, where
students were treated to a lecture by Dr
Marion Turner, Associate Professor of
English at Jesus College, Oxford. Dr Turner
took the students on a wide-reaching
exploration of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales
in terms of genre and poetic form, as well
as extensive comparison with the works of
French, English and Italian contemporary
poets. Tom Mawdesley commented: “The
trip would have been worth it for this lecture
alone!”
There followed another lecture by Dr
Nicholas Perkins, Associate Professor of
English and Fellow of St Hugh’s College
Oxford. Dr Perkins in turn explored the role
and status of books in the time of Chaucer
– what books were made of; how they were
read and written. He also led the students
through an analysis of books as portrayed
through Chaucer’s writings.
Later in the day, at the Story Museum,
students were given a tour of immersive
story spaces and were encouraged to
consider how Chaucer created these
immersive
settings through
his
use
of
language
and
description.
Using
two
excerpts
from

the
Canterbury
tales, students were
then led to create
their own spaces
using
materials
available within the
museum, aiming to
emulate
the
atmosphere created by the writings.
After a quick lunch in the gardens of Corpus
Christi College, the students arrived at the
Bodleian Weston Library for a close-up look
at manuscripts and rare editions of Chaucer’s
work. The session was led by Dr Perkins,
who ran a transcription workshop with the
students and encouraged them to consider
whether to gloss any of the words (translate
them to their modern counterpart), or where
to add explanatory notes. The session
finished with a discussion of whether an
editor should insert modern punctuation to
render the writing more accessible.
Finally, after a mad dash across Oxford, the
students finished the day in the Ashmolean
Museum, looking at various artefacts from
the times of Chaucer with an aim of bringing
to life the world that Chaucer would have
inhabited and which would have inspired his
writings.
Altogether, a brilliant day that will add
enormously to the Year 13s’ study of
Chaucer, and give a taster to Year 12
English Students.
Pam Stockell
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Young Enterprise - Year 11 and VI form

A

t the start of the academic year the Business and Digital Technology Faculty launched
the Young Enterprise scheme with a group of 22 mixed Year 11 and VI form students.
The scheme is aimed at young people aged 15-19 and runs throughout one academic
year, enabling participants to find out what it’s really like to set up and run a business. Young
people make all the decisions about their company, from deciding on the company name and
product to creating a business plan, managing the company finances and selling to the public at
trade fairs.
The students created two companies and below you can read the latest trading update from the
MD of ‘Sixth Trading’:

Justin Hayward
Head of Business and Digital Technology

Sixth Trading Update
Recently we have had some tricky times in the business as we have had a continual issue with
members of the business not giving the time or commitment that an activity such as this really
requires. Due to this we have therefore had a few departures from the business which has
allowed us to restructure and build a very strong team that are working really hard at the
moment. We have decided to forgo the idea of producing bird boxes and other complementary
products and decided to offer a service to Year 11’s to provide leavers hoodies and yearbooks
and so far, we have had nothing but success. Currently we are in the process of writing letters
to give out to parents and students along with a reply slip if they would wish to purchase any of
our products. We are also in contact with external companies and negotiating quotes for the
production of books and hoodies.
Over the coming few months we are going to be visiting the Year 11’s in assemblies and tutor
time to gain interest in our products which will hopefully encourage both students and parents to
purchase them. We would aim to have all of the yearbooks and hoodies delivered to students in
tutor time by May, leaving time for everyone to enjoy them before they depart for study leave.
Overall, although it is hard work and stressful at times, I am very pleased and looking forward to
the future of the newly reformed Sixth Trading.
Jack Rooke
MD of Sixth Trading
Year 12
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Sixth-Form Psychology Students
at a University of Oxford A Level Study Day

T

he University of Oxford run a small
number of A Level Study Days over
the course of each academic year and
this year, for the first time, the Nuffield
Department for Clinical Neurosciences
joined forces with the education team and at
the University’s Natural History Museum to
run a study focusing on neuroscience and
biopsychology.
The Psychology Department and the
school’s Highly Able Programme joined
forces to invite the entire sixth-form
psychology group – a group totalling 60
students – to attend the day.
Our students were treated to lectures
detailing the complexity of the brain, and the
array of tools that are currently used to
study the brain. This included practical
demonstrations of the workings of MRI and
fMRI, and the information that they can give
us, as well as a brief exploration of how
neuroimaging can help us to understand
clinical problems such as Parkinson’s
Disease.

activity under different conditions and
analysing the possible interpretations of
that activity; using their own concentration
to alter the movement of a ball through a
3D maze; and generally having the
opportunity to talk to the scientists and ask
questions about their research.
The students were given details of how to
enter a competition – to devise their own
experiment to conduct with the help of an
MRI, with the winning entry being invited to
the Nuffield Department of Clinical
Neurosciences to conduct their experiment
for real.
Pam Stokell

Our students learnt about the huge number
of different disciplines that come together at
the Nuffield Department for Clinical
Neurosciences as part of their work into
their study of the brain. Some, such as
biologists and psychologists, were
expected; others such as statisticians and
ethicists were perhaps a bit more of a
surprise.
Our students also had time to explore the
Brain Diaries Exhibition along the upper
gallery, which maps the development of
the brain both in evolutionary terms and
through an individual’s lifetime.
Finally, the scientists set up stalls down
among the exhibits for students to take part
in some practical experimentation, testing
reaction times; looking at graphs of brain
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House Book Review Competition

A

s reading for pleasure is such an
important part of life at King Alfred’s,
every February/March we hold a
House Book Review Competition on East
Site. Students continue to excel in this
competition, showing their love of reading,
their creativity and their writing and
producing skills. This year brought an
exceptional crop of winners:
Ridgeway
First prize: Michael Vermeer 7R4 for his
three amazing video book reviews of two
Michael Morpurgo books and Boy and a
Bear in a Boat by Dave Shelton.
Michael was the overall house winner,
bringing 100 house points to Ridgeway.
Runner-up: Nicola Kalita 7R4 for her
interesting and lengthy review of Kensuke’s
Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo

Vale
First prize: Phoebe Edwards 7V3 for her
amazing video review of Uglies by Scott
Westerfeld
Phoebe won second prize in the overall
House Book review competition, winning 50
points for Vale.
Runner-up: Hannah Muddiman 8V4 for her
‘alphabetical’ review of We Come Apart by
Sarah Crossan
Joint runner-up: Finn Hawkins 7V3 for his
colourful and engaging review of Ranger’s
Appentice by John Flanagan.
White Horse
First prize: Tessa Simmons 7W3 for her
book reviews of Clover Moon (Wilson) and
Harry Potter (Rowling)
Runner-up: Luis Hill 7W1 for his well-written
review of The Cry of the Icemark by Stuart
Hill.
Alice Visser

World Book Day

S

tudents and staff across all three sites had a fabulous time
participating in a variety of World Book Day activities on the
2nd March.

Teachers in every subject read aloud in each lesson from a book
they have enjoyed, and all members of staff wore labels advertising
their favourite books. Some staff even dressed up like characters
from much-loved books.
Students had a fabulous time as ‘reading spies’, collecting names
and titles of books from adults for their spy logs. We collected
hundreds of logs on all sites.
The Year 7 and 8 winners of the ‘Reading Spy’ lucky dip were:

Year 7

Year 8

Lily Shepherd 7W3 – 74 books
Naomi Bailey 7W1 – 66 books
Maddie Buchanan 7W1 – 51 books
Olivia Sanders 7W1 – 51 books
Mimi Partlett 7W1 – 51 books
Emily Stock 7W1 – 50 books
Emily Parnell 7R3 – 49
books
Sarah Colliass 7W1 – 49
books
Holly Hooper 7V4 – 48
books

Charlotte Worth 8W1 – 43 books
Kian 8V3 – 39 books
Jae Lamble 8V4 – 38 books
Imogen Morgan Bailey 8W3
– 36 books
Juliana 8V2 – 28 books
James 8W3 – 26 books
Ellie Kemper 8W1 – 22
books
Toyah Hunt 8V3 – 21 books
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Sports Update

K

ing Alfred’s PE offer was “Highly
Commended” in the Youth Sports
Trust (YST) annual awards which
took place on 28th February. The academy
was congratulated for its successful PE
curriculum focusing on ‘creative thinking’,
‘leading’, ‘personal’, ‘social’ and ‘health and
physical fitness’.
The YST said King Alfred’s offered a ‘huge
range of extracurricular opportunities’ and
congratulated the PE staff on their ‘excellent
relationships’ with students.
Matt Bowler, Director of PE and Sport at King Alfred’s, said “All in the Department are
extremely proud and honoured to be recognised for this award. It highlights the importance
of high quality PE and school sport within the curriculum
Matt Bowler
Director of PE

Maths Challenge Update

C

ongratulations to all the students who took part in the Intermediate Maths Challenge in February 2017.
We look forward to many students taking part in the Junior Maths Challenge on Thursday 27th
April, and continuing to achieve Bronze, Silver and Gold awards as well as reaching further rounds of
the competition such as the European Kangaroos and Olympiads.
Below are some sample questions from the last Junior Maths Challenge for you to have a go at:
Question 7:
A distance of 8km is approximately 5 miles. Which of the following is closest to 1.2km?
a) 0.75 miles, b) 1 mile, c) 1.2 miles d) 1.6 miles or e) 1.9 miles
Question 19:
Three boxes under my stairs contain apples or pears or both. Each box contains the same
number of pieces of fruit. The first box contains all twelve of the apples and one-ninth of the
pears. How many pieces of fruit are there in each box?
a) 14, b) 16, c) 18 d) 20 or e) 36
If you would like to try further questions the UKMT have an excellent website www.ukmt.org.uk
We also hosted the FMSP Year 10 ‘Maths Feast’ regional round. The three Year 10 KA teams did very
well winning prizes for their mathematical ability and also teamwork. Well done to all the students who
participated and represented King Alfred’s Academy so fantastically.
Chris Boyle
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The Expedition season has begun

K

A’s took 85 Year 9 students
on their Practice Expedition
to the Wallingford area just
before Easter. All students completed their two days and although many got a little
lost at some point – all managed to find their way
in a perfect mixture of weather – some sun, some
cloud and a little rain.
There are 5 more Expeditions going out over the
next 14 weeks + 2 canoeing sessions.

Dates are:
Bronze (Yr 9) Friday 19th May 3.30 – 6.00pm
(West Hall) Assessment Route Planning.
Sunday 4th + Monday 5th June = Assessment Expedition - Cotswolds
They must have completed all 3 activities by 4th June before their assessment expedition.
Silver (Yr 10) Friday 5th May 9 – 12.15pm (Theme Day) Expedition Planning.
Monday 12th June 3.30 – 6.00pm (West Hall) Practice Expedition Route Planning
16th – 18th June = Practice Expedition – New Forest
They should have completed two of their sections by the end of June before their practice expedition.
Silver (Yr 11) Monday 3rd July 12.30 – 6.00pm Silver Assessment Expedition Planning
6 – 8th July = Assessment Expedition - Dorset
They must complete 6 months volunteering and 3 + 6 months of skills and physical by 3 rd July
before their assessment expedition.
Gold (Yr 12) Monday 19th June 3.30 – 5.00pm (T1) Practice Expedition Planning
25th – 30th June = Practice Expedition – Scotland.
They should have completed their 6 month section and started both 12 month sections by the
end of July
Gold (Yr 13) Monday 24th April 3.30 - 6.00pm (T1) Assessment Expedition Planning
14th – 20th July = Assessment Expedition - Scotland
Must complete their volunteering, skills & physical sections and ideally their Residential by
13th July before their assessment expedition.
Remember ‘completing’ means having uploaded an assessor report for that activity – written
by your nominated assessor.
Any student requiring any help or advice about their activities or e D of E can come to open
‘help sessions’ on:
West Site Tuesdays WEEK 1 in IT6 at lunchtimes
Centre Site Tuesdays WEEK 2 in Canteen at lunchtimes
Or email me on jspiers@kaacademy.org
Juliane Spiers
DoE Manager
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What’s On
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Voluntary Youth Support Worker Vacancy
The award winning Sweatbox Youth Centre at King
Alfred’s Academy is seeking to recruit an enthusiastic
Voluntary Youth Support Worker able to contribute a
range of experience and skills relevant to supporting an
open-access youth work provision.
This is a voluntary post but the successful candidate will
have full access to training, career development,
safeguarding processes and, as a Vale Academy Trust
Employee, priority access to remunerated positions in
the Trust.
Hours: 3.7 per week for 40 weeks per year (term-time
only with more hours available).
For an informal discussion prior to application please
contact the Youth Work Manager, Georgina Hicks on
01235 225700 Extension 2284 or via email at
ghicks@kaacademy.org
King Alfred’s is committed to safeguarding and
promoting the welfare of children and young people and
expects all staff and volunteers to share this
commitment.

Centre Site Portway Wantage Oxfordshire OX12 9BY
Telephone: 01235 225700
Email: enquiries@kaacademy.org
www.kaacademy.org

